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We’ve all had them: those moments of dismay 
as we watch our beautiful bundle of joy throw 

a tantrum, offer up some serious ‘attitude’, or even 
act aggressively toward another child. Our reactions 
might range from disbelief to anger or even embar-
rassment, not to mention a little guilt as we wonder 
to ourselves, “What did I do wrong?” The key is get-
ting out of that reactiveness by seeking to respond 
with mindfulness instead.

Typically, our child’s behaviour is a symptom of 
their emotional condition. Every challenging be-
haviour – defiance, destructiveness, even lying or 
bullying – is rooted in some kind of emotional and/ 
or physical stress. When our kids feel relatively bal-
anced and self-confident, they’re more likely to be 
cooperative, kind, generous and helpful.

As a parent, finding the wherewithal to approach 
challenging behaviours with a calm, collected atti-
tude can be difficult. You’ll find the help you need in 
this unique companion piece to Local Parent’s 2nd 
Annual Mindful Parenting Conference. Managing 
Mischief: Try a Little Mindfulness is filled with arti-
cles, tips, tools, and advice for you and your family. 
It will give you new insights and perspective on one 
of the toughest issues parents face.

Introduction 
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As parents, we all struggle 
with our children’s behav-

iour at some point. Whether it’s 
siblings fighting, problems at 
school, refusal to participate in 
social activities, or bullying, for 
example, parents are called upon 
to deal with many difficulties, at 
times on a daily basis. This leaves 
us feeling exhausted, depleted, 
angry, worried, and even hope-
less that things will improve. We 
might even notice a strain on 
our relationship with our kids. 
We love our children more than 

anything in the world, yet our buttons get pushed and those warm 
feelings get shoved into the background. Managing the problem 
has taken the joy out of parenting. 

What would it be like if we could shift our view of the situa-
tion? What if instead of seeing the child as the problem, as in, “My 
daughter is aggressive,” we could separate the deed from the doer, 
as in, “Aggression visits her sometimes.” Or, rather than, “My son 
is shy and anxious,” we think, “Worry sometimes gets the better 
of him.” By shifting how we relate and respond to the challenging 
emotions and behaviours that visit our kids, we can work together 
to address them. In this way we maintain connection, while bring-
ing about change as a team. Here are a few ways to do that.

Mindfulness in the Face of  
Challenging Behaviour:

Powerful tips to stay connected with  
kids when problems come along. 

 by Sara Marlow
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1. Give the problem a name: Mindfulness practice teaches us to 
relate to our experiences with curiosity and kindness, rather than 
seeing ourselves as the experience. Also, neuroscience research 
shows that when we can name a problem we calm the amygdala – 
that part of the brain responsible for emotions, and deeply con-
nected to the fight-flight response. It can be fun to playfully engage 
in conversations with our children about naming the ‘problem’. 
The better they can describe it, e.g., Mr. Frustration, The Angry-
gator, The Worry Warts, etc., the better they’re able to relate to it as 
something that comes… and goes.

2. Bring awareness to times free from the problem: Because 
of the well-documented negativity bias of the brain, we are more 
likely to remember the times when problems are showing up and 
not notice the times when they are not. However, when we take 
a step back, we can see the problem is not there 100% of the time 
(sure, maybe 98.5%, but not 100%). My youngest screams a lot, 
but not 24 hours a day. Practicing bringing attention to the times 
when the problem isn’t around helps us feel more positive toward 
our children, and ultimately maintains a sense of connection. The 
more we do this, the more likely we are to feel free of the problem.

3. exercise the positive neural pathways of the brain: Bring 
to mind a pleasant moment with your child, free from problems 
(or even when you teamed together in a connected way to address 
a problem). Spend some time reliving this experience, imagining 
it in your mind’s eye in as much detail as possible. Take some deep 
breaths and allow the moment to fill your entire body. Linger in it. 
Notice how your body feels after this practice. How do you feel to-
ward your child? This practice enriches our experiences of pleasant 
moments and also increases our chances of remembering that they 
actually happened! 

4. try a little tenderness: Ever notice how we are often kinder to 
friends who are having a hard time than we are to our children and 
ourselves? Practicing understanding and compassion, especially in 
the face of challenging behaviours, helps us (and our children) feel 

http://localparent.ca/mindfulparenting
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more positive. And when we feel more positive, we are more likely 
to make changes. Try offering yourself some kind words and en-
courage your child to try as well. “May I know I am trying my best,” 
“May I know my own goodness,” or whatever phrases fit for you.

Sure, it all sounds good in theory, but how can we bring these 
ideas into practice when we are tired, worried, stressed out and 
pushed to the limit? One of the hardest parts of a new approach is 
remembering to use it… especially when in the thick of it all. Here 
is where mindfulness can help us to take care of ourselves so that 
we can practice other ways of responding to our children. 

tips for Mindful Parenting:
❥ Spend a few moments each day in stillness. Follow the 

breath for a few inhales and exhales, letting your atten-
tion rest on the breath and when it wanders to ‘life,’ gently 
bring it back, over and over.

❥ Check in with your body – am I holding tension some-
where? My hands, back, or jaw for example. Can I let it 
soften?

❥ Name your emotional experiences to calm your brain: 
“Ahh, worry is here,” “Frustration is showing up,” “I’m no-
ticing judgment.” When we name our emotions, we tame 
them, instead of getting swept up in them. 

❥ Take deep breaths with a long exhale: This recipe for 
relaxation engages the parasympathetic nervous system 
and kicks in our ‘rest and digest’ system. It’s much more 
effective to take a deep breath than to tell yourself to relax!

❥ Put on your own life-jacket first: Practice self-care. When 
we’re depleted, we’re more likely to be reactive and less 
likely to be able to support our children with the challeng-
es they may be facing. By taking care of ourselves first, we 
can better take care of our kids.

Sara Marlowe is a social worker and author of No Ordinary Apple: A Story 
about Eating Mindfully and My New Best Friend, which teaches self-com-
passion. She can be found at www.mindfulfamilies.ca.

http://localparent.ca/newsletters
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Good Nutrition:
Helping our kids be on their best behaviour.

 by Meredith deasley

We eat and drink, day in, day out, multiple times a day. So 
why do so many parents still refuse to believe the wrong 

foods can adversely affect their child’s body, mind and behaviour?
One reason is our body’s amazing resiliency: if we filled a 

gas tank with candy, the car wouldn’t run. If our child fills their 
tummy with candy, they will still run! However, if our child con-
tinually fills up on candy, they’ll eventually get sick. Before that, 
their behaviour will be adversely affected, and so will their overall 
vitality. What we eat and drink, and when we consume it impacts 
behaviour in six ways.

1. Eating a protein source every 2-3 hours is crucial to keeping 
our blood sugar stable. When we see our child have a meltdown, 
think back to how long it has been since they ate last. When our 
blood sugar drops, our energy drops and so does our mood!
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2. Eating certain foods causes particular reactions in the major-
ity of people. When we eat a lot of processed foods or chemicals, 
we generally lose our focus. Chemicals are the biggest culprit for 
ADD symptoms. When we eat a lot of sugar, anxiety and aggres-
sion can increase. Sugar also weakens our immune system. Ever 
notice how common it is for kids to get sick after Halloween?
3. Eating certain foods causes particular reactions in certain 
people. Many North American children react to dairy products for 
example. Common adverse reactions include increased anger, ag-
gression, fatigue/insomnia, bedwetting (yes!) or depression.
4. Dehydration causes an inability to concentrate, fatigue, de-
pression, crankiness and behavioural challenges. 
5. Drinking pop, coffee or alcohol, all containing sugar, chemicals 
or caffeine, drastically affects behaviour.
6. Vitamin or mineral deficiencies can contribute to behaviour 
challenges in many ways. Magnesium calms a hyper child like 
nobody’s business! And that is just one example.

What can you do to improve your family’s nutrition? 
Focus on vegetables (especially greens) 
and fresh fruit; protein in the form of 
poultry, fish, lean meat, eggs, legumes 
(beans and peas); whole grains for 
complex carbohydrates; and raw nuts 
and seeds for essential fatty acids. Offer 
organic whenever possible to gain the 
greatest quantity of vitamins and miner-
als with your meal. 

Ensure your child gets protein every 
time they eat. For best digestion, drink 
between meals. Filtered water is ideal, or 
offer herbal teas (cold or hot), smoothies 
or home-made juice. 

If you’re concerned that adverse food reactions may be causing 
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challenging behaviour, have your family members tested for food 
sensitivities to see which foods are their greatest culprits. You can 
visit a nutritionist to determine any vitamin and/or mineral defi-
ciencies, and learn about the foods and supplements best suited to 
replenish their nutrition stores. 

Nutrition plays a huge role in how your child thinks, feels and 
acts each day. The next time you grocery shop, enjoy filling your 
basket with fresh vegetables and lean proteins, knowing you’re ap-
proaching your family’s food consumption with mindfulness.
Meredith Deasley is Registered Holistic Nutritionist and life coach. www.there-
sourcefulmother.com

breakfast cookies
Great for a quick, healthy and delicious 
snack on the run.
1 ripe medium banana, mashed
1 cup quinoa flakes or quick oats
1 cup hemp hearts
1 cup almond or other nut/seed butter
1/4 cup maple syrup or honey
1/2 cup chopped dried fruit (apricots or 
dates)
1/2 cup dried berries
1/2 cup sunflower or pumpkin seeds
1 tsp. ground cinnamon
1/2 tsp salt

Preheat oven to 325 F.

Mix all ingredients together and scoop about 1/4 cup of batter onto parch-
ment lined cookie sheet. Flatten slightly to smooth tops. bake for 15-20 
minutes. let cool on rack.

Keeps for about 1 week at room temperature or can be wrapped individu-
ally and frozen.

Louise Racine is a certified nutritional practitioner, cookbook author, and owner of 
Thirteen Moons Wellness in the Kawarthas. www.thirteenmoons.ca
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LEAD WITH LOVE  
Be a heart-centred model.
This is not the same as getting everything right, and doesn’t include 
always knowing the answer. Being a heart-centred guide means we show 
up, listen deeply and offer the best support we can in that moment. We 
exercise patience, setting the intention to empathize with our child, rather 
than undermine them. We take responsibility for our own actions and 
emotions and consistently ask our children to do the same. By releasing 
shame and blame, we are parents who respond rather than react.

BE CURIOUS  
Questions are more powerful than answers.
So often we take responsibility for our children’s experiences and we see 
ourselves primarily as solution-finders instead of explorers. When we ap-
proach every situation with a ‘cup full of answers’, there is little room for 
growth. Instead, consider being the gentle observer: take a keen interest in 
your child’s life and what inspires them without judgment. Open the door 
to unique interactions and the opportunity to be guided by the synchron-
icities of life. Curiosity leads to wonder and an appreciation of the mysteri-
ous within the everyday.

10 Qualities of Mindful Parenting
be the change you want to see in your child.  

by Sasha Korper

BE OPEN 
Vulnerability is our strength.
Parents are natural givers — of time, money, support, attention. It’s impor-
tant for us to also receive — love, appreciation, recognition, information, 
and new ways of perceiving. Sometimes, when we open to possibility, 
the result can be difficult, even hurtful. It helps to remember that it isn’t 
our child’s job to make us feel good or proud or happy. Parenting helps us 
become better versions of ourselves. Be open to the idea that challenge is 
as much of a gift as joy.

http://localparent.ca/newsletters
explorers.When
http://localparent.ca
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TRUST  
Let go of thinking you need to be in control.
It’s easy to slip from our role of human-being to one as a human-doing, to 
parent by ‘staying on task’ and ‘getting things done’. We can be tempted 
to constantly look for evidence of success, or to seek guarantees, before 
moving forward. Looks can be deceiving when our children struggle 
(socially or academically). Remember they’re not broken. Nothing’s wrong. 
Trusting means we let go of the external goal — what looks really good 
on the outside — and our judgment of what doesn’t look so good. Real 
trust takes courage, and with courage, we more readily trust ourselves, 
teaching our children to do the same.

SHOW COMPASSION  
Approach with gentleness.
It can be easy to show compassion for a baby in need, or young child 
in distress. As our children grow up, and behave in ways that challenge 
or hurt us, it helps to remember their path to adulthood is unique from 
their perspective. Our child’s struggle may look similar to everyone else’s, 
but each step along the way is new to them. Consistently caring for our 
children means showing kindness even in the face of the most challenging 
emotions. Our most powerful parental asset is to be a model — demon-
strating self-compassion by reliably taking care of our own needs.

FOSTER CONNECTION 
Put the relationship first.
As parents, we know our buttons are going to get pushed. Don’t take 
stuff personally. Remain as objective as possible. Understand that we are 
essentially relational beings — we need to experience the world together. 
Sometimes that gets uncomfortable. One of the most powerful things we 
can offer our children is to be fully present to them and their concerns, 
despite the inconvenience to us, or the distractions of that moment. Let 
them know you hear them, and don’t stop communicating — they hear 
you. Be proactive during the easy times. Empathy and humour help us 
navigate the sometimes bumpy road of parenting.

http://localparent.ca/mindfulparenting
http://localparent.ca/newsletters
distress.As
perspective.Our
emotions.Our
possible.Understand
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ACCEPT 
Make peace with imperfection
Defining success as flawlessness closes the door to possibility because 
perfection is the enemy of creativity. When we are truly ‘in the flow’ of 
life, failure becomes another word for opportunity (to learn, grow and ex-
pand). Staying focused on what your child is, instead of what they’re not, 
empowers them to see the best in themselves: see their uniqueness and 
eventually they will see it too. Help them make choices from that position 
of strength by embracing the tough times that serve you and your child’s 
growth the most. We often judge others harshly because we judge our-
selves: demonstrate acceptance by releasing your own self-criticism.

HONOUR THE JOURNEY 
Everyone’s path is sacred.
We can’t fully know another person’s truth, even when it comes to our 
children. Respect the way in which each of us needs to experience the 
world; recognize your child’s struggle is not yours. One of the most diffi-
cult things we will ever do as parents is bear witness to our children’s pain. 
When times get tough remind yourself, “change is inevitable”. Focus on 
the path, not the destination.

PRACTICE GRATITUDE  
Everything serves us in some way.
No effort is ever wasted, no experience without learning, no trial without 
growth. Appreciate the little things: moments of connection, peace, aware-
ness and pleasure you share with your children. Be thankful also for the 
challenges, obstacles, difficulties and delays as they grow. Recognize that 
‘pain is inevitable but suffering is optional’ — we suffer when we struggle 
against who our kids are becoming, rather than appreciating it. Seeing the 
value in every experience and being grateful for it, helps us move through 
our day with grace.

http://localparent.ca/newsletters
children.Respect
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10 EMBRACE IMPERMANENCE 
Change is inevitable.
Childhood is fleeting — most parents feel “it all goes by so fast”. And yet, 
when that parenting road gets rough, change can be a welcome com-
panion. Knowing that all things come and go — sounds, sights, tastes, 
feelings, interactions of all kinds — life becomes increasingly precious. 
Savour this moment. Hug your kids while you can.

Sasha Korper is a yoga teacher and educational counsellor who loves helping 
kids and parents have more joyful learning and life experiences together. 
www.inspiredcentre.ca
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In the 10 Qualities of Mindful Parenting, the seventh quality 
is: Accept – make peace with imperfection. Perfection isn’t just 

the enemy of creativity. When we insist each life scenario rolls 
out according to the perfect picture in our head, we effectively 
undermine the very foundation of our relationship with our kids. 
Actively looking for your child’s innate gifts and supporting them 
in expressing their unique talents in the world, empowers them 
to not only see their own value, but act from a position of confi-
dence. 

We often reject information, input, or circumstances because 
we can’t see its value or truth for us in that moment. We automati-
cally push it away because it seems useless, pointless, wrong, or 
simply suspect. 

What if we approached all input with the perspective that 
everything serves and simply accept WHAT IS as having value in 
some way? Perhaps you’ll manage to perceive its importance at 
some point in the future. Perhaps not. 

AcceptAnce 
a mindful approach to difficult behaviours. 

 by Sasha Korper
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Either way, just accept, and move on. 

1. trust that ‘what is in this moment’ has value vs. rejecting this 
moment because it seems wrong, or doesn’t fit with your prede-
termined idea of what it ‘should’ be.

2. Support your child in becoming more of who they really are vs. 
pushing them to be something they are not.

3. Be patient with yourself and your child: honour their process 
instead of forcing your agenda.

4. Be open to the possibility of something different vs. needing to 
be right.

5. Continue to believe the universe is organized around your 
child’s success even when circumstances appear to the contrary. 
Don’t be fooled by appearances!

6. Uncover your child’s primary Love Language: Affection; Words 
of Praise; Time-in; Gifts; Acts of Service. Use it to respond more 
mindfully to your child’s challenging behaviour. (See article The 
Five Languages of Love)

7. See every challenge, problem, or difficulty as an opportunity 
to learn and grow.

8. engage in a personal daily practice or routine to stay ground-
ed, centred and responsive vs. feeling overwhelmed and reactive 
to the daily stressors of parenting, and life.

Sasha Korper is a yoga teacher and educational counsellor who loves helping kids 
and parents have more joyful learning and life experiences together.  
www.inspiredcentre.ca
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Sara Marlowe is a clinical social worker, children’s author, university 
lecturer, musician, and mindfulness teacher. She has developed mindful-
ness programs for children, adolescents, parents, and families. She is the 
author of the chapter, “Supporting Young Children Visited by Big Emo-
tions: Mindfulness, Emotion Regulation and Neurobiology” in Collabora-
tive Therapy and Neurobiology: Evolving Practices in Action. She is also the 
author of two children’s books, No Ordinary Apple: A Story about Eating 
Mindfully and My New Best Friend. www.mindfulfamilies.ca

Meredith Deasley has helped families around the world improve their 
physical and emotional health for the past 16 years. She is a Registered 
Holistic Nutritionist and Certified Life Coach, and teaches Pediatric Nutri-
tion & Body, Mind, Spirit at The Canadian School of Nutrition. Meredith 
is the author of The Resourceful Secrets to Healthy Kids and The Resourceful 
Mother’s Secrets to Emotional Health.www.theresourcefulmother.com

Louise Racine is a Certified Nutritional Practitioner and owner of Thir-
teen Moons Wellness, a woman’s self-care retreat for peace, inspiration, 
and relaxation. Louise has come to be known as ‘Woman of Nurturing’ for 
the way she lovingly creates exceptional and nourishing food for guests. 
Louise is the author of the popular cookbook, Thirteen Moons – seasonal 
recipes to nourish and inspire and is a regular contributor to a number of 
local, regional and online publications. www.thirteenmoons.ca

Sasha Korper is a certified Yoga Alliance Vinyasa teacher with over 30 
years’ experience. She teaches at Karma Lifestyle Yoga, and the Centre for 
Individual Studies (CIS) in Cobourg. For 15 years Sasha worked as an edu-
cational counselor and Virtues Project Facilitator, offering workshops and 
trainings to parents, children and educators alike. Her Mindful Parent/In-
spired Child program offers you inspired solutions for your child’s school 
troubles, behaviour problems or attention difficulty, while supporting you 
to reconnect with your own inner ‘wise-parent’. www.inspiredcentre.ca 
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